### Description

#### Part Plan Showing Reinforcement

- **Type A Curb**
- **Type A Curb (Typ.)**
- **1/4" Joint Filler**
- **3/4" Joint Filler**
- **3/4" Joint Filler (Typ.)**

#### Construction Joint Detail

- **3" x 8" Wood Block**
- **3" x 10" Timber Header**
- **4" Coil Tie Insert (Typ.)**
- **3" x 18" Sleeper Slab**
- **#5 Bars at 12" cts.**
- **#6 Bars at 5" cts. (Bottom)**
- **#6 Bars at 5" cts. (Top)**
- **#4 Stirrup Bars at abt. 12" cts.**
- **4" Wedge Blocks**
- **Drain Pipe**

#### General Notes:

- *Standard Drawing Guidance (do not show on plans):*
  - See Structural Project Manager or Liaison for wording of notes when semi-deep abutments are used.
  - If a seal is present on this sheet, it has been electronically sealed and dated.

- **Roadway concrete approach slab and sleeper slab**
  - **Type 5 aggregate base, joint filler and all other appurtenances and incidental work as shown on this sheet,**
  - **Payment for furnishing all materials, labor and construction joints in approach slab and barrier slab shall be specified.**

- **Minimum clearance to reinforcing steel shall be 1 1/2"**

- **Minimum grade to reinforcing steel may be made continuous by lap splicing**

- **Concrete sleeper slab shall be continuous.**

- **The transverse reinforcing steel may be made continuous by lap splicing**

- **The contractor shall pour and satisfactorily finish the bridge approach slab and bridge slab before placing the bridge approach slab.**

- **Preformed fiber expansion joint filler except as noted.**

- **Gutter line with sealant in accordance with Sec 717 for roadway and sleeper slab**

- **See Notes K1.11 and K1.12 in EPG 751.50 for wording of notes when semi-deep abutments are used.**

### Alternate Details for Type B Barrier (SBC)

- **5/14/2020**
- **Curb**
- **Drain Pipe**
- **Performance Class A** in accordance with ASTM E 1745
- **Effective: Apr. 2020**
- **Supersedes: Jan. 2020 (BAS06)**

**Note:** This drawing is not to scale. Follow dimensions. Sheet No. 0000-00-00-00.